
Exchange connector for

whoosh ivanti connect
bridge the gap between Ivanti Service Manager

and Microsoft Exchange
You work with Ivanti Service Manager (ISM), but your customers / clients / employees / 

colleagues work with Microsoft Exchange only? If so, you certainly have to exchange data 
between the two programs on a regular basis. For example if it is necessary to appoint a 

meeting in order to complete a task. So far, this meeting has to be created manually in 
Outlook, because there is no direct interaction between Exchange and ISM.

Our Exchange connector for whoosh ivanti connect bridges this time-consuming gap. Our 
connector allows for a fully automated workflow. Tasks, changes, milestones, etc. can finally 

be represented in the Exchange-calendar, directly and hassle-free.

what else we can do for you

You have an annoying problem in your work routine? It bugs you
and makes your day worse? We are happy to get rid of this problem
for you. Our software solutions are reliable, easy to handle, for a
fair price. What’s more, we offer full service: Maintenance, support
and bugfixing are all part of the deal. You get more than a one-off
solution from us, so you can completely focus on the important
issues. Just get in touch with us and tell us about your annoyance.

We do what we say we do.

Exchange connector

ISM ↔ ISM Server

requires
whoosh ivanti connect

connects ISM to 
Exchange 2016

2.999 €
onetime

manufaktur

support for your 
connector

maintenance, bugfixes 
and updates per 

connector

599 €
yearly

+49 (30) 644 43 200

www.freedom-manufaktur.de

erfolg@freedom-manufaktur.com

whoosh ivanti connect is our 
basic technology that allows 

for an easy connection 
between ISM and 3rd party 

software. Additionally, it 
enables you to hook up your 

different ISM tenants. You 
decide what 3rd party 

software you want to connect 
ISM to by choosing one of our 

connectors -e.g. the 
Exchange connector.
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